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About This Game

Jest your way from obscurity to royal acclaim as the King’s pet, beloved by all! As a talented young court fool with dreams of
fame, scrabble with other young jesters to secure prestigious positions in the courts of Brenton's nobility. In a royal court

humming with intrigue, keep them smiling as spies, assassins, blackmailers, ambitious nobles and a reluctant Heir wait in the
wings.

Fool! is a 420,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Ben Rovik. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and
fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Dive-roll into the tightrope world of Brenton's courtly entertainers, where your jests can see you seated at the right hand of
power, or set down to the gallows.

What manner of fool are you: the shrewd knave ever ready with a venomous quip? The renowned artiste at pains to stay above
the political fray? The bawdy buffoon known as much for off-stage antics as on-stage mirth? Or the clever counselor whose real
audience is the noble ear they whisper into? Face unruly audiences onstage and skulduggerous schemers in the wings! Can you

sling keen jests and still evade the whipping-post and assassin's blade? The kingdom itself will be shaped by your choices!

 Play as male, female, non-binary; gay, straight, bi or ace.

 Evade tossed produce, whippings, assassins and the stocks with your wit and quick feet!
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 Battle a lifelong rival for artistic glory within a secret society of writers and gadflys!

 Train your pet ape to master prodigious feats, or at least to stop biting you!

 Mediate between nobles to forge compromise; or stir them up to your own advantage!

 Partner with fellow thespians to win friends, or upstage them to win glory!

 Balance your passion for the limelight with your passion for ...passion!

When the Master calls, you'd do well to come running—with bells on!
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I have fully enjoyed my time on Heat. The landscape is beautiful and it runs very smooth on my computer. The character
creation could use a little help but at least it has one.. Don't even bother. This game does not work. I tried it first on a macbook
pro at it's lowest quality and resolution, didnt work properly. Just extremely laggy. Then tried it on a middle class Windows10
PC (with updated drivers etc), and still no go, this time actually somewhat worse, just black. Not worth the ca. 30 cents paid.
C'mon guys. Ridiculous.. \u2022 Terraria
\u2022 Don't Starve
\u2022 The Stanley Parable
\u2022 Ori And The Blind Forest
\u2022 Left 4 Dead
\u2022 Hotline Miami
\u2022 Firewatch
\u2022 No Man's Sky (surprisingly, NMS is better than this lmaoo)

Oh sorry, I was just listing a few games that take up less disk space than this pile of horse-dong.

Man, when I bought MORTEM for a whopping 7.99$ I really wasn't expecting it to be too terrible. But boi was I wrong. The
graphics really aren't that bad, but the developer clearly just bought a 5$ model pack off Unreal Engine and pooped it onto
premade house map. I've only played the game for like 10 minutes and I feel like I've seen it all.

Final verdict: don't waste your time and money on this "game".

2\/10. nostalgia in a bottle, in a can, in a box! ENJOY!. I've played this game since it first released on iOS. Loved it, so I just
had to get it on Steam.

The thing about this game is, I think it aims to be a casual RTS game, with most of the basic and core elements of the genre
simplified down to a casual level, like no mini-map, no group control, no attack-move, no queuing order etc; but actually the
missions are not that easy. At least not for casual or first time RTS players. The balance is quite spot-on I think.

Of course if you are a Starcraft player for example, cruising through this game even on Impossible mode is no sweat. RTS fans
like myself sometimes find it annoying for the missing features mentioned above, but I understand this is a casual game, so just
relax guys! If you want some real challenges, go play some Starcraft.

All in all a very nicely designed game, lots of references and easter eggs, just like Ironhide's other games.

8\/10
. Room escape game of good length with very well made puzzles but technical problems especially in object manipulation.

Positive:
+ difficulty of puzzles is quite high, it is the best immitation of real life room escape games i've seen so far - not just finding
objects or codes but really combining multiple sources of information
+ i like the different locks, interactions are fine (beside rotation locks)
+ plot and atmosphere of the game is good

Negative:
- graphics are moderate to simple, especially textures are weak
- collision of objects from time to time lead to disapearance, resetting is there but i would prefer that this would not be
necessary and it introduces additional flaws
- no saving, so either make it in one run or start over again for the next try

For this price, i can fully recommend this 3 hour room escape experience with it's high quality of puzzles. It's just a pitty that
there are technical porblems.. OK... even though it's one of the more difficult war-strategy games i've played, i'm still going to
recommend it because it really does do everything right, it's just frustrating sometimes when a group of orc riders come out of
the fog-of-war, pinpoint your captain and end the game in one turn...... *sigh*.....
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Pros:
-Dialog boxes have (cool role-played) speech.
-Tutorial doesn't just tell you to do a bunch of stuff while you fumble with the controls, it shows you how to do it, explains it,
then lets you have a turn doing it yourself.
-lots of cutscenes.
-control and watch from far way with one-man icons or zoom in to see the whole troop and detailed (but simple) fight scenes
with each battle.
-Magic is powerful but limited.
-Gives an "estimated outcome" of each battle before you commit to them so you know what to expect. Similar to Advance Wars
in this and many other respects.

Cons:
-It's difficult, even on easy mode expect to die and restart at least once per level either from a surprise attack or from being
outnumbered and\/or unlucky.
-The healing system is frustrating, yet still tactical. Heal your wounded for free but it takes a full turn, and if you're close to any
enemy units you won't heal as much. Units dont heal when in a friendly town.
-Friendly cities do not generate gold. In fact, i have yet to find a way to continuously generate gold except "find it" in newly
taken towns. This often mean that the units you start a level with are all you get, though you can build up and buy new units with
the limited "found" money. This makes the game very offensive-based by nature as there is no point to waiting around to build-
up resources that don't exist. This isn't really a bad thing, but i personally am not used to it. Experementing with a powerful unit
basically ends with "Ok, now i know not to do THAT.... restart...." because you cant rebuild resource and get another one.
-AND A BIG ONE- When your captain dies, level's over, regardless of how powerful\/large your army is. You're done. Restart.
This wouldn't be that big of a problem normally, but 90% of the time your captain is your most powerful unit and if you leave
him back to protect him there's a good chance you'll lose from lack of power. But if you bring him the AI makes him the #1
target. Frustrating.

All in all:
A REALLY good fantasy, turn-based strategy game. Frustrating, but rewarding and still good.
8\/10 stars Worth buying, worth wasting 30+ hours on.. (Completely updated review after first completion of game)

Summary: this is a good, fun game, but short with not a whole lot of replay value...

Pros: Easy strategic depth with some layers of complexity, stable and efficient programming, decent story with variety of tone,
pleasant surprises (riddles, hidden chests, etc.)

Cons: Scope of game is quite small; not a lot of cards, characters, quests, etc... I beat the game just shy of four hours. Difficulty
curve vanishes after you 'figure it out.' Would also be nice to have a text speed option; lots of clicking to get through dialogue.

I still recommend as a good\/fun game, and the price is fair. Interresed to see if they expand\/develop a new (bigger) story line at
some point...

EDIT: The fact this game is short could actually be a PRO, because now I actually feel like I've completed a game in my library
:). Cool little arcade style game. Similar to Mario Bros. but with more depth.
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If you love Dawn's light 1 you will certainly love Dawn's light 2 as well.
The game has many references to DL1 and a lot of comedy thrown into the mix as well.

I highly recommend playing DL1 before playing DL2 otherwise you won't get most of the references.
. I feel little disrespect by developers. After buying this dlc. Poor campaign,no training mission, hidden deeply manual... Very
poor support. Often CTD... I loved A10A in lock om so I felt it would nice to experience it again, but.... ==Vive review==
AMAZING! Second only to windlands for the Vive right now, in my opinion.

While still rather shallow compared to non-vr titles, when compared to other Vive games out right now, it's one of the fullest
game experiences I've played.

This IS, however, one of the worst games for motion sickness. I felt it after about an hour, and I have never felt motion sickness
in any game on Vive. Just rotate slowly and it's far less of a problem. It's the ninja rotaton in enclosed spaces that actually starts
to get me. I could play out in the open city with reasonable rotation all day long. I'm DETERMINED to get my "VR Legs" so I
can play this game for even longer.

This does require an xbox controller. It's a seated game and the Vive controllers don't work, but that's not a con at all. I rather
like it.. It's okay.

As a management game it's pretty decent. Working at night gives you a "Midnight Oil" buff which really fills up the progress
bar a lot. But the trade off for that is a really high stress gain and the pretty much 90% chance of getting sick if you don't spend
the following day sleeping for 24 hours. And if you get sick, you're forced to sleep in anyway. It's a really decent trade off that
makes you think twice about pulling off those oh so useful all nighters but sometimes the punishments get annoying, especially
since there's no way to subvert it (like unlocking a dress that allows for it or at least lessens the stress gain from not sleeping. if
there is one, i have not seen it).

The social stats and friendship candidates are really interesting. It's pretty diverse in its choices though I wish you had a second
female choice rather than just one with two male choices.

Overall, it's really good for the price and general experience of the dev. Solid management game. Looking forward to future
works.. you just sit in the room you see in the picture cant do anything no controllers in game just sit there bored, can download
big screen beta for free and be sitting overlooking cities, in space, different planets, grand canyon etc while using your desktop
instead of not being able to do nothing. only cheap but defiently getting a refund. Bad in a hilarious way. I couldn't finish the
game because it kept crashing on one load screen but the scariest thing I experienced was every door and container lid opening
at 300 miles per hour
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